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Testimonials from our members
I just want to express my thanks for all that the Temple is doing to connect us to 
one another. We have Zoomed on a number of occasions and are very appreciative 
of all the effort put in on the part of the Temple and Rabbi Grushcow.
Shabbat Shalom 

Monica Ejdelman 

CommuniTy

Temple Together  
during COVID-19 
Since March 16, the Temple community has banded together to help, 
share, connect and support each other. Our first initiative was to call 
each member of the congregation. Volunteers from Temple quickly 
stepped up to the challenge to make sure our members' needs were 
being met, with a special emphasis on our seniors. more than 500 of our 
seniors over 70 have had regular check-ins, not only to make sure they 
have what they need, but also to feel connected and less isolated in this 
difficult time.

Our volunteers have taken part in several initiatives, including calling, 
shopping, delivering, feeding, and donating to those within our 
community and beyond.

Caring Cooks prepared over 200 meals for Resilience, a community 
outreach initiative for those living on the streets.

65 Seder plates were prepared and delivered to our members to help 
support them through a difficult Passover, in many cases away from their 
loved ones. Our Clergy lead a virtual Seder, attended by over 100 people. 

Temple has continued to provide exciting online programming to keep 
the community engaged and connected, including our now weekly 
Wine at Nine on Mondays, Lunch Together Online on Tuesdays, Torah 
Connections on Wednesdays, and more. 

Our Rabbis continue to offer spiritual support via regular Shabbat and 
Rosh Chodesh services and Saturday morning Torah Study on Zoom. 
Inspirational  speakers, such as Rabbi Sally Priesand and Rabbi Sagal, 
joined us for Friday night services. We continued with Torah School, and 
the teachers met with their students on Zoom. 

We created our Daily inspiration emails with new content from staff and 
Temple family members.
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Listening to Rona’s angelic voice has made it possible to believe that while ‘Spring 
will be a little late this year’, it has now arrived, soon to be in all its glory!

Brahms and Vivian Silver

 I just listened to the Daily Inspiration by Andrea Fieldman and absolutely loved it! 
We were born in the same year and were brought up with very many of same ideals.
Thank you.

Judy Mendelsohn

We wish to acknowledge receiving your message and the extraordinary efforts you, 
the staff and the rest of the clergy, are making to ensure that all Temple members 
are kept informed, up to date and connected through this extremely and unsettling 
COVID-19 period of uncertainty.

We have received telephone calls from Temple volunteers expressing concern over 
our well-being  as well as a call offering to deliver a Seder plate for Passover.

Joan and I are highly appreciative of the opportunity to take part in the Friday night 
Shabbat services and other events, thanks to modern day technology.

Needless to say that making the video connections between you, Rona, Joseph, 
Rabbi Greenspan, Neil and all the participants, has truly become a work of art under 
the current circumstances.  

So whether being at home in Montreal or off in a distant location, the principle of 
being connected as part of the whole, is a blessing in itself.

Thank you again for keeping us in your thoughts, and for maintaining our connection 
with Temple during this trying period of social distancing.

With our warmest regards,

Bernie and Joan King 
 
Thank you Rabbi for the notification of my Mother’s Yahrzeit.  You can be sure that 
I will be joining you via Zoom and saying Kaddish for her. 

At the same time I want to say how appreciative Norman and I are of being able 
to have the opportunity to take part from our den in the inspiring and meaningful 
Friday night services each week. We are indeed so fortunate to experience the 
guidance, knowledge and spiritual caring that you impart so well as our Temple 
Rabbi. Being able to listen to Rona and Joseph Kaiser is certainly a wonderful 
bonus. Today's lunch speaker Professor Nikolenyi shared his extensive knowledge 
and information on the Israeli political scene very well.

Judith Kronick 

I would like to thank Rabbi Grushcow for organizing the lunch session with Noam 
today. During this time of sheltering-in-place, physical distancing and the shut 
down of a large section of our economy, it is refreshing to focus on something other 
than the pandemic. It was also a wonderful opportunity for many of us to reminisce 
about our Temple trip to Israel this March and the friendships we forged.  Moreover, 
I was thrilled that Noam’s presentation enabled many Temple members who could 
not travel with us, to experience the history, complexities and beauty of Israel.  

Marcia Bronfman
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SoCial aCTion aT Temple

Caring Cooks
DeniSe GRoSSman, co-chair
caringcooks395@gmail.com

at the end of March when our team realized that we would not be together for 
a while to cook for Share The Warmth, we did not want the organization to 

feel they had lost our support. So, on our behalf, Temple sent a donation equivalent 
to our expenses for 2 cooking sessions to Share The Warmth in response to their 
solicitation.

Shortly after this, Jordanna Vamos, one of our Board members who is associated 
with Resilience, a non-profit that serves the local Native population, asked if the 
Caring Cooks team would be interested in providing food for the make-shift 
kitchens set up in Cabot Square. We quickly worked out logistics for re-vamping 
our vegetarian pasta sauce for home kitchen capacities, contacted our volunteers 
and went into “production mode”.

In the end, we had 12 volunteers who made 225 portions of pasta sauce and 
almost 150 peanut butter and jam sandwiches. Additionally, some of our volunteers 
collected socks, baked chocolate cake and offered lentil soup.

This was all collected and delivered to Jordanna who then transported it to 
Resilience. 

Aside from doing our small part to help those so much less fortunate than 
ourselves, this endeavour helped to quell the frustration of a number of our 
volunteers who needed to feel that they could somehow contribute, even if self-
isolated at home.

At this time, we would like to express our gratitude to the many Temple members 
who took the opportunity to reach out to friends and families with Passover good 
wishes through the donations to our Passover card program. We were able to 
come very close to doubling our past years’ donation total .

With everyone’s help, Caring Cooks will continue to support current food 
sustainability projects and honour our commitment to the wonderful work of Share 
The Warmth. 

We thank all our volunteers and contributors.

Remarks from the participants:
Well done! Such an easy thing to do and a feel good for each of us as well. - Cynthia

That is great. Thank you so much for organizing us. It felt so good to do and I would 
be more than happy to do it again. - Carol

Thanks, for your efforts in co-ordinating this project and for including me in it. It 
sure feels good. Shabbat Shalom. - erit

WOW!! That is very impressive! Thank you for coordinating this effort and thank 
you to all the members who helped. - eva

We are so happy to have participated! - andrea

CommuniTy
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From the
Rabbi's Study 
What strange times we are living in.

Towards the beginning of this pandemic, I shared 
with you the words attributed to the wise King Solomon: 
“This too shall pass.” I still believe that. Over the ensuing 
weeks, however, we have become increasingly aware that we do not know when 
this situation will pass, and what our world will look like on the other side.

In all this uncertainty, two truths remain clear.

First: Human life is sacred. The Jewish value of pikuach nefesh, saving and 
protecting life, has guided all our decisions. We are doing our part to flatten the 
curve. We are heartbroken at the loss of life which we have experienced – and our 
hearts go out to the mourners for whom this time is especially hard. We are in awe 
of our doctors, nurses, and frontline workers who are doing their utmost to help 
us all.

Second: Community matters. Whether it is our volunteers calling our members 
and delivering seder plates, the Daily Inspirations which we send to your inboxes, 
or the hundreds of people who have “zoomed in” to services, programs, and 
classes, we have found ways to fight the loneliness that social distancing brings. I 
am so proud of our community’s desire to help, and the dedicated efforts of our lay 
leaders and professional team.

Going forward, Temple will continue to be guided by these two principles, the 
preciousness of human life and the vital importance of connection. We are here 
for you. Don’t hesitate to reach out to me directly to talk one-on-one; you can 
choose a time at https://go.oncehub.com/RabbiGrushcow. We will get through this 
together.

In peace, and with hope –
Rabbi lisa Grushcow

For out-of-town friends and relatives,  
the Voice can also be seen on our 
website at www.templemontreal.ca

Sponsor our online Shabbat Services
We are doing our best to keep up with the technology required to keep in 
touch with all of you, and also support our members whose circumstances 
are changing.

Please consider sponsoring an online Shabbat Service. Donate online.
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En provenance du bureau 
d’études du rabbin
Nous vivons à une époque bien étrange.

Depuis le tout début de cette pandémie, j’ai partagé avec vous les mots du 
Grand Roi Salomon : « Cela aussi passera. ». J’y crois toujours. Toutefois, au cours 
des semaines qui ont suivi, nous sommes devenus bien conscients de ne pas savoir 
quand cette situation passera et à quoi ressemblera notre monde lorsque ce sera 
passé.  

Or, dans toute cette incertitude demeurent deux vérités fondamentales.

Premièrement, la vie humaine est sacrée. La valeur juive, pikuach nefesh, 
préserver la vie, a guidé toutes nos décisions. Nous faisons notre part pour aplanir 
la courbe. Nous avons le cœur brisé par toutes ces récentes pertes de vies et notre 
cœur est avec tous les endeuillés en ces temps particulièrement difficiles. Sans 
parler de l’admiration que nous avons pour les médecins, les infirmières et tout le 
personnel médical qui sont au front afin de nous venir en aide et de sauver des vies.

Deuxièmement, la communauté est importante. Que ce soient grâce à nos 
appels téléphoniques aux membres ou encore à la livraison de repas de Seder 
ou par l’envoi quotidien d’inspirations diverses par courriel ou la participation de 
centaines de personnes aux services, aux activités et aux cours via Zoom, nous 
avons trouvé des façons de briser l’isolement provoqué par la distanciation sociale. 
Je suis très fière que notre communauté ait envie d’aider son prochain. Je suis 
également fière des efforts acharnés de nos responsables laïcs et des diverses 
équipes de professionnels.

Dans l’avenir, notre Temple continuera à être guidé par ces deux grandes vérités 
: la valeur inestimable de la vie et l’importance vitale des liens communautaires. 
Nous sommes là pour vous. N’hésitez pas à communiquer directement avec moi 
pour une rencontre individuelle. Vous pouvez choisir votre moment en allant à 
https://go.oncehub.com/RabbiGrushcow. Nous nous en sortirons ensemble.

Paix et espoir,
Rabbi lisa Grushcow
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President's Message  
although our building has been closed since late March in 

compliance with decrees from the Québec government, I’m 
proud to say that Temple remains busy with online activities. These 
include weekly Shabbat services, often with a guest sermon, Temple’s first virtual 
Passover Seder, Torah School, Torah Study and Torah Connections, guest speakers 
at weekly sessions of Lunch Together Online, Wine at Nine and many others. It is 
gratifying to see so many Temple members participating online. In addition, Temple 
members receive Temple’s Daily Inspirations by email. These online activities, which 
help Temple members to stay connected during these challenging times, involve 
a significant amount of planning. Thank you to Rabbi Grushcow, Rabbi Greenspan 
and Temple’s professional staff for organizing and conducting them.

We all hope that our building will re-open soon. Temple is focused on putting 
protocols in place so that when activities in the building resume, they will be 
carried on in a safe and secure manner. While there is a certain convenience to 
participating in meetings of Temple’s Board of Trustees and committees from my 
home office in our basement, rest assured that I very much look forward to seeing 
all of you in person soon!

Le message du Président
Même si notre immeuble est fermé depuis le mois de mars dernier, en 

concordance avec le décret rendu par le gouvernement du Québec, je suis fier 
d’affirmer que le Temple demeure bien occupé grâce aux activités en ligne. Celles-ci 
inclus, notamment, le service hebdomadaire de Shabbat, qui accueille bien souvent 
un invité pour partager le sermon; le tout premier Seder virtuel pour Pessah; l’école 
de la Torah, l’étude de la Torah et la Torah Connections; des conférenciers invités à 
chaque semaine lors de nos lunchs virtuels; la rencontre des lundis soir avec Wine 
at Nine, etc. C’est encourageant de voir autant de membres du Temple participer 
aux activités en ligne. Sans compter l’envoi quotidien par courriel d’inspirations 
diverses. L’organisation de toutes ces activités virtuelles, qui préservent les liens 
entre les membres en ces temps difficiles, demande énormément de travail. 
Alors, je tiens à remercier Rabbi Grushcow, Rabbi Greenspan et tout le personnel 
professionnel du Temple.

Nous espérons tous la réouverture prochaine de nos portes. Le Temple travaille à 
mettre en place des protocoles sanitaires et sécuritaires afin d’être prêts à accueillir 
les gens dans notre immeuble en toute confiance lorsque nous reprendrons nos 
activités. Même si c’est commode de participer aux rencontres du Temple’s Board 
of Trustees et aux différents comités de mon bureau dans le sous-sol, soyez assurés 
que j’ai vraiment hâte de vous revoir tous en personne bientôt !

neil Wiener
President2019@templemontreal.ca
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Torah Study
SaTuRDayS | 9:00 am 
Everyone is welcome to attend Shabbat Torah Study, Saturday at 9:00 AM.
Judges, warriors, prophets and kings... Join in our exploration of the historical 
books of the Bible. We will encounter some familiar stories and lots of strange 
ones. Everyone welcome! Bring your unique perspective to the table, and start 
your Saturday with good company and great conversation.

You can also read our Rabbis’ weekly Torah commentary (Parsha) on our website.

Shabbat Services Live
Since March 20, we've been offering Shabbat Services Live, open to everyone on Zoom, 
and we will continue doing so for the next months. Find the Zoom links on our website. 

Please note that while on Zoom, on the first Friday of each month, we are offering two 
Shabbat services, the family-friendly service at 5:45 pm and the regular service at 7:45 pM.

SpiRiTual enGaGemenT

Shabbat
FIRST FRIDAY “FAmIlY-FRIenDlY” ShAbbAT
Fridays | 5:45 PM
June 5
July 3

eRev ShAbbAT evenIng SeRvIce
Fridays | 7:45 PM
May 22, 29
June 5, 12, 19, 26
July 3, 10, 17, 24, 31

ShAbbAT mORnIng SeRvIce
Saturdays | 10:15 AM
May 16, 23, 30
June 6, 13, 20, 27
July 4, 11, 18, 25

SHABBAT FAMIly SERVICE
Saturdays | 12:00 PM
May 16, 23, 30
June 6, 13, 20, 27

Festivals
SHAVuoT
ShAvuOT AnD YIzkOR SeRvIce
Friday, May 29 | 10:15 AM
Tikkun Leil Shavout, see details on page 11

Rosh Chodesh
Once a month we gather on Zoom at 
9:00 AM for a short weekday morning 
service. The service includes singing 
hallel for the new month, and the 
chance to say kaddish. Men and women 
are all welcome. (When Rosh Chodesh 
falls on Shabbat, the services will be 
combined).

ROSh chODeSh SIvAn
Sunday, May 24 (10:00 aM)
ROSh chODeSh TAmuz
Monday, June 22
RoSH CHoDESH AV
Wednesday, July 22

Upcoming Shabbat 
Services

Temple thanks the generosity of Rhoda Reisman for helping support our online 
presence on Zoom. 
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SpiRiTual enGaGemenT

Just Between Us
RaBBi leiGh leRneR
rabbi EmEritus, tEmplE

Everyone knows the old story about the castaway, Robinson Cohen. When found, 
he toured the ship’s captain around his island, showing off his handiwork. 

 “Over there’s the shul I built,” he told the mariner, pointing to a hut. The captain 
spied a similar hut nearby. “That looks a lot like your synagogue. Is it a shul?” “Yes,” 
Cohen admitted. 

The captain looked surprised. “Why two synagogues for one castaway?” 

Robinson Cohen explained, “The second one? That’s the shul I would never go to.”

Even a Jewish castaway needs to feel like there are other Jews around, Jews with 
whom he can have a spirited disagreement. Ten Jews, eleven opinions, and all that.

 Have you ever heard of a Jewish hermit? We have a Jewish Rip Van Winkle who 
slept through an entire generation of time, but hermits? Uh-uh.

And yet... we’ve been locked down in our homes for weeks, unable to take part in a 
minyan physically or have a good tête-à-tête with another Jew. It’s Jewishly unnatural. 

So let me praise Rabbi Grushcow, Rabbi Greenspan, and the Temple staff that 
made possible the many interactive connections to Temple available to us on the 
internet. Along with Facetime, Zoom, et al, they’ve kept our homes from becoming 
Jewish hermitages.  Bravo! Why not see what’s happening at Temple this week for 
yourself? After all, there’s no such thing as a Jewish hermit.

Rabbi leigh lerner    

Nationwide Canadian Reform Tikkun Leil Shavuot
ThuRSDay, may 28 | 7:30 pm – 2:00 am

A Celebration of Jewish Learning with Rabbis, Cantors, and Educators  
from across Canada. Details to follow.

Shavuot and Yizkor Service Live
FRiDay, may 29 | 10:15 am

followed by Ruth’s Roundtable Lunch: 
Jews by Choice Share Their Journeys to Judaism

FRiDay, may 29 | 12:00 pm
A Shavuot talk via Zoom with Akira DeCarlos who will share the story of her 

connection to Judaism. 
For more information visit our website.
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News from our 
Rabbi Educator
RaBBi ellen GReenSpan
rabbigreenspan@templemontreal.ca

Torah School experienced a record-high enrollment this year – and yet, it has 
been an extremely challenging school year. Since CPE Narnia was ensconced 

on the third floor of Temple, none of our Torah School classes had their own space. 
Three of the six Torah School classes did use Narnia classrooms, but all the teachers’ 
supplies were in bins that could be easily stored during the week. Teachers could 
not use the bulletin boards nor leave anything in the classrooms. The other three 
classes and several Hebrew classes met in various temporary locations all over the 
building, also without bulletin boards and with the challenge of storing everything 
in plastic bins from week to week. Despite these inconveniences, the teachers 
rose to the task and, week after week, delighted their classes with creative and 
stimulating lessons. 

And then…the Coronavirus hit. We missed a couple of weeks of Torah School, 
and when it became clear we would not be able to resume in-person classes, we 
launched classes using Zoom. Once again, our Torah School teachers rose to the 
challenge and offered great “virtual” experiences for their students. The students 
had discussions, did crafts, went on scavenger hunts, played quiz games, watched 
videos and one class even cooked together. All the teachers agreed that part of 
the success of Zoom Torah School – for the kids – was simply the opportunity 
to see and talk to their friends during this crazy quarantine. Our music teacher 
would drop into the classes to sing with the kids – just as she would in person. 
One teacher commented that Zoom enabled children who were often too shy to 
participate in “real” class to participate by sharing their thoughts in the Zoom chat, 
and then the teacher would then share the comments with the other students. 

Kudos to our teachers for rising to the challenges of this school year – and many 
thanks to the parents for helping their children with the technology, enabling them 
to keep on learning. We look forward to being together in person next year – on 
the third floor, back in our own space!

To all the members of my Temple family, thank you for your embrace and support 
after the death of my father. Due to the Coronavirus, I was not able to travel 
to NY to be with my family, so the outpouring of texts, emails and phone calls 
was especially meaningful and helpful. To those who provided meals and who 
attended the Zoom shiva minyanim, thank you. I am very grateful to all of you.

Dear Rabbi Greenspan,

Thank you very much for your leadership of the Torah School all year, and 
particularly through the very stressful last few months. Torah School classes and 
the Family Services have both been a lovely source of comfort and coherence in 
this difficult time.

Danielle
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TEMPLE TOGETHER  
in Spirit and Song

ThuRSDay, June 11 | 8:00 pm

Join us for an online Fundraiser event with music, comedy and more. The 
video will be premiered online. More details to follow.

music performers 
Rona Nadler, Joseph Kaiser, Jake Smith, Noa Haran, Paula Rosen, and Rochelle 
Shubert. Guest speakers and the special participation of YidLife Crisis. 

Will you be moving?  
Have you changed your 
email address recently?

To ensure that you will continue to receive Temple communications, please send 
your updated information to rosie@templemontreal.ca or call 514-937-3575 ext. 213.

Temple Gala 
2020

poSTponeD To SpRinG 2021. 

Temple ThankS maRCia and BRian 
BRonFman FoR TheiR ConTinuing 

SuppoRT and CoopeRaTion.

Member Connections
maGGie JaCoBS, chair

cOVID-19 has challenged our Temple community to be creative in the way 
we maintain contact with our fellow members! The Member Connection 

Committee has done its part, starting with checking up on our seniors in mid-
February.  These calls are always so well received and callers also feel great for their 
contributions.  Along with other volunteers, several members of the committee 
took part in the Passover calls both checking in and asking if members wanted a 
Seder plate, donated by Temple for the holiday.  In the end, 66 Seder plates were 
delivered with the help of some committee members and many other volunteers 
from our Temple family. 

We are always looking for more members of our committee. Please let Maggie 
Jacobs, mags@ncj.ca, know if you would like to join us!

If you would like to help to make phone calls in the future, please contact  
sari@templemontreal.ca. 
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Connecting | Online Programs
all programs are via Zoom; to receive the access link for each program please 
visit our website www.Templemontreal.ca

Wine at Nine
monDayS | 9:00 pm
Pour a glass of wine, take a deep breath, and Zoom into a chat with Rabbi Grushcow 
and your Temple community.

Torah Connections
WeDneSDayS | 12:30 pm
In a time of isolation, we all need connection. Take an hour out of your week to see 
some friendly faces and engage with material which is both timely and timeless. 
Taught by Rabbi Lisa Grushcow.

Temple Book Club with Rabbi Greenspan
one WeDneSDay a monTh | 4:00 pm
The Temple Book Group, led by Rabbi Greenspan, is open to all. The only 
requirement is that you have read the book. At each session, the group chooses 
the next book. Online registration available.

leaRninG anD GRoWTh

Yom Yerushalayim
FRiDay, may 22 | 7:45 pm
Celebrate Jerusalem Day with our Shlicha (Israeli emissary) 
Adi Varon, Director, Israel Engagement at Federation CJA.
Adi Varon Feldman is an educator and group facilitator. Before 
arriving in Montreal as our shlicha (emissary), Adi was working for 

the Jewish Agency for Israel as a Content Training Specialist.
She holds an MA in Jewish Studies from the Schechter Institute of Jewish Studies, a 
B.Ed. in Informal Education & Jewish Studies from Beit Berl College, and a Teacher’s 
Certificate in Jewish Studies. She was a Jewish Agency shlicha in Newfoundland.
Born and raised in Jerusalem, she moved to Montreal in August 2019 with her 
husband and three children.

Guest Sermon Rev. Neil Whitehouse
Peace and Ecology:  Honouring the Titanic
FRiDay, June 12 | 7:45 pm
Minister of Westmount Park United Church, Board Member of The 
Green Coalition and The Green Church Network, Rev. Neil Whitehouse 
was educated at Cambridge (Theology) and Liverpool (Zoology) and 

ordained in 1992 by The British Methodist Church.

Shabbat Services in person have been cancelled. All services will be via Zoom. 
Check Temple's website for access links. 

Shabbat Specials Live
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Lunch Together Online
every Tuesday on Zoom | 12:00 pm

Join us for lunch together: engaging topics, stellar speakers, and great 
company. Join us via Zoom and invite your friends.

may 26: Connecting with Susan Pinker, Developmental 
Psychologist, author of The Village Effect

Susan Pinker is a developmental psychologist, who writes 
about social science. She studied at McGill University and the 
University of Waterloo after which she spent 25 years in clinical 
practice and teaching psychology at Dawson College and McGill 

University. Susan’s ideas have been featured in numerous newspapers and 
magazines. Her most recent book, The Village Effect, was a Canadian best-
seller and inspired her TED talk (photo credit: Rudolphe Beaulieu Poulin).

June 2: Mental Health in Challenging Times with David Goldbloom, 
Senior Medical Advisor, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health.

Dr. Goldbloom was born in Montreal and raised in Quebec and 
Nova Scotia. He attended the University of Oxford as a Rhodes 
Scholar where he obtained an M.A. in Physiological Sciences. 
He trained in medicine and psychiatry at McGill University and 

is a Professor of Psychiatry at the University of Toronto. Dr. Goldbloom has 
authored numerous scientific articles and book chapters and has provided 
talks and lectures. He is the editor of two textbooks in psychiatry and co-
author with Dr. Pier Bryden of the best-selling book How Can I Help? A Week 
in My Life as a Psychiatrist. He is the Senior Medical advisor at the Centre for 
Addiction and Mental Health. He served as Vice-Chair and then Chair of the 
Board of the Mental Health Commission of Canada from 2007 to 2015. He is an 
Officer of the Order of Canada.

June 8: The Arts in Times of Crisis with Lisa Rubin 

As every industry is facing challenges this time, join Lisa Rubin, 
Artistic & Executive Director of the Segal Centre to hear how the 
arts industry is facing this crisis, what it means for art institutions, 
artists and audiences. With people turning to artists online for 
joy and connection, a special performance will follow. 

June 16: Art and Restitution with Dr. Clarence Epstein 

Dr. Clarence Epstein, Concordia Professor and Executive Director 
of the Claudine and Stephen Bronfman Family Foundation, has a 
background in art history, architectural history, and architecture. 
He has served as Senior Director of Urban and Cultural Affairs 
at Concordia and is renowned for his work on art and restitution 

from the Nazi era. He will share the most recent developments in Germany 
related to The Max Stern Art Restitution Project.

To receive the Zoom access link you need to register online at  
www.templemontreal.ca/lunch-registration

leaRninG anD GRoWTh

Programs and events subject to change. Please contact Rosie for more information, 
etc. at rosie@templemontreal.ca or visit our website.
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May is Mitzvah Month
Mitzvah Morning takes place every May at Temple and has become a meaningful 
tradition. This year, since we are not be able to gather for Mitzvah Morning, we 
have expanded the concept to mitzvah month. We are encouraging people to find, 
participate in, and share opportunities to help others. Post your pictures on our 
Facebook page or email them to barbara@templemontreal.ca.

Temple Mitzvah Masks Project
Our first initiative is the Temple Mitzvah Masks 
project, because there is a shortage of masks. 
We want to ensure our most vulnerable are 
protected. We, as a community, will make and 
distribute masks to seniors, essential workers and 
those in need. If you would like to take part in this 
mask-making effort and need fabric please contact 
Sari, sari@templemontreal.ca. There are links to mask patterns on our website. Once 
you have completed the masks, contact Sari, and we will have volunteers pick them 
up from your home and distribute them to those in need. Sari can be reached at 
sari@templemontreal.ca.

Temple
Mitzvah
Masks

Mazel Tov to our 
New Arrivals

Arwen Fleming and Serhiy Homonyuk on the birth of their daughter, Tova anielka Serhiyevna Fleming

Dr. Tanya Skamene and Dr. Justin Greenberg on the birth of their daughter, Ellie Reese greenberg, 
granddaughter of members Susan Greenberg; and Dr. Alexander Skamene and Dr. Tamara Korin

Tamara Granatstein and Eli Batalion on the birth of their son Maximilian Batalion, grandson of 
member William Granatstein and Theriault Granatstein

Genevieve Payne and Jeremy Werbitt, on the birth of their son, Nathaniel Werbitt, grandson of 
members Mandy and Dr Marvin Werbitt

Congratulations to our Members
Senator Marc Gold, recently was named by Prime Minister Justin Trudeau to serve as the Liberal 
government's representative in the upper chamber.
Yehudit Silverman who recently launched her new book The Story Within - myth and fairy tale in therapy.

Temple Family

Temple extends a warm wecome to the newest members of our congregation 
Jordan Socran, Jordania Goldberg, Yehudit Silverman and Leonard Hoffer, 

Marilyn Kaplow
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Milestone
Anniversaries
april 2020: Heather Solomon-Bowden and Robert Bowden, Anne-Marie and Ariel Fenster

may 2020: Theresa Yanofsky and Donald Cohen, Janice Greenberg and Alison Currie, Donna and Alain Benitah, 
Janice Camlot and Stephen Robins, Julie and Neil Stein, Alana Geller and Aren Prupas, Karin Marks and Brian Puddington

June 2020: Susan Kahn and Michael Libman, Stephanie and David Moll, Suanne and Michael Ray, Francoise 
Delacressonnier and Yehudi Lindeman, Barbara and Steven Gellis, Lisette and David Marshall, Liliane and Allan Kohl, 
Bobbe and Maurice Poggi, Sheila and Robert Garfield, Sandra Duchow and Harold Bergman, Tina Dorfman and 
Clifford Halickman, Carol and Claude Henle, Rosanne and Hyman Beraznik

July 2020: Sharon Smith and Neil Bronson, Gigi Cukier and Jay Sala, Dianne and Aldo Bensadoun, Vivian and 
Robin Billick, Lori Weitzman and Peter Kalichman, Ann Lambert Abracen and David Abracen

Special
Birthdays

april 2020: Annette Lefebvre, Harvey Finkelstein, Brian Levine, Merrill Liverman, Eva Pomeroy, Barry Levine, 
Figi Elman, Ian Shulman, Franki Yanofsky, William Letovsky, Shauna Van Praagh, Sylvie Keller, Harold Borts, Anna 
Beresnevich, Akira Da Costa De Carlos, Jeffrey Danson, Skip Kerner, Mona Ludmer, Cory Rapkin, Madonna Levy, 
Daniel Florian, Steven Milstein, Rosalie Burstein, Genevieve Bettinville

may 2020: Marlene Kronick, Daniel Minogue, Naomi Carsley, Brian Levy, Jay Sala, Ricardo Faingold, Sylvi Plante, 
Irina Semova, Janet Michelin, Gigi Cukier, Gerald Goldberg, Rachael Bentley, Florence Solomon, Tania Altschuler, 
Alison Currie, Walter Stein, Sylvia Axler, Lisa Barg, Harry Blank, Maria D’Andrea, Samantha Rudolph, Joan Rothman, 
Linda Guigui

June 2020: Marie Gdalevitch, Bruce Kent, Leslie Laing, Heather Solomon-Bowden, Maurice Rouben, Aubrey 
Smofsky, Diane Pollack, Lottie Shevell, Vanessa O’Connor, Thomas Welt, Robert Davis, Mirlla Fuks Lambert, David 
Waxman, Sandra Fornasier, Barbara Lis, Guittel Haichin, Don Sheppard, Bettina Dankner, Leora Cukier, Judy 
Echenberg, Jeremy Dolgin, Marc Gold

July 2020: Elaine Charness, Steven Slimovitch, Todd Cope, Marcel Braitstein, Corazon Gold, Donna Benitah, Mordecai 
Lieberman, Michael Prupas, Joanie Schwartz, Robert Weinman, Danielle Chahine-Iny, Serhiy Homonyuk, Allan Udashkin, 
Janice Greenberg, Mirna Alter, Marie-Berthe Daigenault, Elaine Tolmatch, Peter Goldberg, Cindy Jette, Estelle Katz, Alan 
Darwish, Matthew Kerner

Purchasing your burial plots today with Temple gives you peace of mind. 
Temple’s Cemetery Options to consider:

• Eternal Gardens, Beaconsfield: 
Traditional Jewish burial for members
and non-members

• Lakeview Memorial Gardens, Beaconsfield:
Jewish burial for interfaith families for members
and non-members

Cremation Sections

• Mount Royal Memorial Cremation Garden: 
Individual plots for members and non-members
including interfaith families 

• Mount Royal Cremation Burials, Community
Section:
for members and non-members including
interfaith families

For more information, please email
shellie@templemontreal.ca

For Your Peace of Mind... 
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Donations
Celebrate a joyous occasion, honour a loved 
one, or mark an accomplishment by making 
a donation to a Temple fund that holds 
meaning for you and your family. 

For more information, please call the Temple 
office at  514-937-3575 ext. 213.

Temple gratefully acknowledges the 
generosity of our donors in recent months. 

Temple Family

Building Fund
perla muyal and mark penny, in 
memory of Joe Gold

Capital Campaign
Rachel and aaron Gropper
perla muyal and mark penny, in 
memory of Benjamin Muyal
arlene Fels
hinda and Bill letovsky 

Caring Cooks
Judy and norman Kronick, happy 
Chanukah wishes 
Charles Schwartz, in memory of Pierre 
Deutsch, father of Helene Deutsch
leslie alcorn, Passover wishes to 
friends and family
Dale Bayers and albert Kudsizadeh, 
Passover wishes to friends and family
Hela and Jeffrey Boro, in appreciation 
to Nancy Weiss
Janice Camlot and Steve Robbins, 
Passover wishes to friends and family
Beth and michael Coviensky, in honour 
of Beatrice Berkman, beloved wife, 
mother and grandmother
Carol and max De Koven, Passover 
wishes to friends and family
helene Deutsch, Passover wishes to 
friends and family
nancy Freedin and Derek Gaucher, 
Passover wishes to friends and family
marcia Goldberg
Vivian and Brian Grant, Passover 
wishes to friends and family
arlene Greenberg
Rabbi ellen Greenspan, Passover 
wishes to friends and family
Rachel and aaron Gropper, Passover 
wishes to friends and family
Denise Grossman and Steven Klempner, 
Passover wishes to friends and family

Rabbi lisa and Shelley Grushcow, 
Passover wishes to friends and family
maggie Jacobs, in appreciation to 
Schwartz-Malinoff Family
Gordanna and Chuck Kaplan, Passover 
wishes to friends and family 
alissa and Barry Katsof, Passover 
wishes to friends and family 
Stephen Kaufman
Joan, Bernie and natalie King
Keren and alan Knopp, Passover 
wishes to friends and family
liliane and allan Kohl, Passover wishes 
to friends and family
Judith and norman Kronick, Passover 
wishes to friends and family 
eva Kuper and harvey Rayman, 
Passover wishes to friends and family 
Susan and peter marcovitch
Ruth miller and Family, in memory of 
Bernard L. Greenspan, father of Rabbi 
Ellen Greenspan
Carmela mindel, in appreciation to 
Susan Szalpeter
elyce and Daniel minogue
marc minogue, Passover wishes to 
friends and family
lucia ninoska loor, in memory of 
John Patrick Weiner and Mathias Noel 
Pozzobon Loor
pnina and marcel pinchevsky
linda Richmond-Birnam, in 
appreciation to Kayla Shalinsky for all 
she does
Joanie Schwartz and Glen Grossman
ian Shulman, Passover wishes to friends 
and family
Teddy Shulman, Passover wishes to 
Don Renaud
yehudit Silverman and leonard 
John Hoffer, Passover wishes to Rita 
Silverman
nancy Strohl, to Nancy Weiss and the 
Caring Cooks team in appreciation 
for their support and encouragement 
during her extended trip. 
lauren Tascan, Tara, max, ian and lola, 
Passover wishes to friends and family
Cynthia and andre Telio, Passover 
wishes to friends and family 
Carol and neil Tryansky, in memory of 
Ruth and Louis Boxer
Carol and neil Tryansky, in appreciation 
to Nancy Weiss
Shauna Van praagh and Rene provost, 
Passover wishes to friends and family 
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nancy Weiss, Passover wishes to 
friends and family 
Sophia and harry Wolkowicz
Sally Yaffe, Passover wishes to friends 
and family
Toba and albert Zinman, Passover 
wishes to the Lohner Family

Eva and Hermann Gruenwald Memorial 
Fund
In memory of Hermann Gruenwald
elaine and Don Charness
alonna Goldfarb, michael, David and 
matthew
mimi and merv Kerman
Kathi and lorne levy
lori and andy Rafelman
Gail and allan Shapira
Susan Szalpeter and Joseph Carlton
marlene and alan Szporer and Family

general donation
anonymous, in honour of Justice 
Melvin Rothman
Claire and larry Behar
loren and Rabbi leigh lerner
Kathleen Cohen and Gerald Wiseman, 
in memory of Ana Sinai Pascal
paula Cohen, in memory of Ana Sinai Pascal
ina Gottlieb, in memory of Dionysia 
Zerbisias
Vivian and Brian Grant, in memory of 
Emil Zizek
Sylvia Jankowski
lucia ninoska loor
nancy maklan and martin Smith, in 
appreciation 
Barbara morningstar, in appreciation
Glenna uline and Stephen Jacobson, in 
appreciation to Rabbi Grushcow for her 
leadership
mindy holland, in appreciation
andre noel, coronavirus donation
The lesniak family, in honour of 100th 
birthday of Henry Samel
Betty palik and michael prupas, in 
memory of Sheila Ditkofsky Prupas
erin Sandilands - in appreciation for 
Zoom Seder 2020
Bonnie Shore and phillip lander, in 
memory of Ruth Schiller Lander
Jordan Socran, in memory of Morton 
Socran
iris unger, in appreciation to Vanessa 
and Cassidy and Baby Ronnie, to the 
joy he has brought to their family

In memory of Ludger Ellyson, father 
and father-in-law of France Ellyson and 
Stephen Yaffe
Shellie ettinger
Joel Silcoff and Janice Greenberg

In memory of Bernard L. Greenspan, 
father of Rabbi Ellen Greenspan
emma Cohen
Susan Szalpeter and Joseph Carlton

Live Streaming Sponsorship
Rhoda Reisman

Estelle Katz-Stanley Lipsey Family Growth Fund
estelle Katz, in memory of Stanley 
Lipsey, Sam Selinsky
estelle Katz, in memory of Jane Newman

high kiddush
marcia Goldberg, in memory of her late 
mother, Valeska Rajnus
Andrew Vaillant & Cyrla Hoffert, in 
honour of Andrew’s birthday
Randi Korzinstone and Justin Beeby, in 
honour of their daughter Eva’s naming
Barbara and aaron Tiger, in honour 
of the naming of their granddaughter, 
Avery Tiger.
Gail issenman and Robin Chemtov, in 
memory of Gail Issenman’s great, great 
grandfather Shabtai Issenman

Lawrence Libman Endowment Fund
Barbara libman, in memory of 
Lawrence Libman
Charlotte libman, in memory of 
Lawrence Libman
Cheryl libman and Chuck hendrickson, 
in memory of Lawrence Libman

Irene Marks Growth Fund
Kenneth Salomon, in honour of irene 
Marks 103rd’s birthday

oneg Shabbat
Dr. eva libman, in honour of her special 
birthday
helene and anthony Robinson, in 
honour of Anthony’s special birthday

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
Karen and Barry Goldberg, in memory 
of Eddy Flomen
mimi and merv Kerman & Family, in 
memory of Ana Sinai Pascal
Davina mill, in honour of her parents’ 
anniversary
Ruth miller and family, in memory of 
Maurice Miller
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Sarah Sookman and Daniel Spira, in 
honour of Rabbi Lisa Grushcow’s birthday
Shauna Van praagh and René provost, 
in appreciation of Rabbi Grushcow and 
Rabbi Greenspan
Cheri Bell and Jeff Wise, in honour of 
Lucas Wise’s graduation from McGill
Shelley Kerman, in memory of hermann 
Gruenwald
Stephanie and Skip Kerner, in honour 
of Skip Kerner’s 75th Special Birthday
Gerald levy and Duane Drover, in 
memory of Ludger Ellyson, father and 
father-in-law of France Ellyson and 
Stephen Yaffe
elyce minogue, in honour of Danny 
Minogue’s Special Birthday

In appreciation
Karen and Barry Goldberg
Sophia and harry Wolkowicz
penny and Gordon echenberg
eva Kuper and harvey Rayman
Barbara and harry lis
Warren maged
langa mtimkulu
elaine and elie Shapiro
Jeremy Wiseman

Naomi and Jack Richer Fund
naomi and Jack Richer, in memory of 
harry richer

lise and mike Segal Fund
Cynthia hass, in memory of carol 
Litwin, Sara Segal, Lise Segal
Cindy hass, in memory of Michael 
Segal

elaine and elie Shapiro Temple emanu-el-Beth 
Sholom Community Fund for Special Needs
elaine and elie Shapiro, in memory of 
Frank Zakam
elie Shapiro, in honour of Elaine Shapiro
elaine and elie Shapiro, to Linda 
Brooks & family
elaine and elie Shapiro, to Vera and 
David Schulman
elaine and elie Shapiro, in memory of 
Bernard L. Greenspan, father of Rabbi 
Ellen Greenspan

Bette Shulman Family Endowment Fund
Bette Shulman and Family, in loving 
memory of Harold Shulman
The Baer Family, in honour of Bette 
Shulman

Fred and Lionella Ullman Growth Fund
Vivian ullman Cohen
Debbie ullman Rappaport

menassah and pauline Smith Choir Fund
Sharon Smith and neil Bronson, in 
memory of Shlomoch Koteliansky, 
Yehibit Chernomorsky, Mildred Bronson

Music Fund
yvonne and Brian Gore, in memory of 
connie Gore
Joan and Bernie King, in honour of 
Anthony Robinson’s birthday
Wendy Reichental, in honour of harry 
Wolkowicz’s Special 70th Birthday
Sandra Scheinberg, in appreciation of 
Denis Brott

passover donations:
Daniella Berglas
leona Crabb
Jordania Goldberg
Diller Teen Fellow Group
Brit hemming
Gail issenman and Robin Chemtov
mimi and merv Kerman
helen pantazopoulos
Betsy pomerantz and Sam Berliner
Rhoda Reisman
helen and anthony Robinson

Torah School
Stephanie and Skip Kerner, in memory 
of Irma Kerner
loren and Rabbi leigh lerner, in 
memory of Bernard L. Greenspan, 
father of Rabbi Ellen Greenspan
Cheryl libman and Chuck hendrickson, 
in memory of Bernard L. Greenspan, 
father of Rabbi Ellen Greenspan
lise and maurice Shriqui, en 
remerciement pour l’excellent 
programe JDAIM 
Jordanna Vamos, in appreciation to the 
Rubineau Family for all their support

Zoom Sponsorship
France Ellyson and Stephen Yaffe
lesli Green and Steven Kirstein
Rachel and aaron Gropper
Theriault and William Granatstein, of 
honour of their new grandson Max 
Batalion, son of Tamara Granatstein and 
Eli Batalion
Judith and norman Kronick, in memory 
of Malca Freedman 
nancy Weiss
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Yahrzeits
philip amsel, in memory of Helen Amsel
Jo and Eric Aronoff, in memory of 
Fanny Aronoff, Charna Krasnitz
aldo and Dianne Bensadoun, in 
memory of Emile Bensadoun
leatrice Berger, in memory of Wilbur 
Berger
Felicity and howard Blatt, in memory 
of Betty Blatt, Jack Blatt
Francine Blauer, in memory of Leon Blauer
Thelma Bogante, in memory of Hilda 
Bogante
Candida Boroff, in memory of William 
Boroff
Judi and harold Borts, in memory of 
Sabine Pinkus
helene and norman Braunstein, in 
memory of Lois Ressler Peters
helen-lee Brownstein, in memory of 
Charles and Fay Brownstein
Rosalie and Sam Burstein, in memory 
of Michael Burstein
elaine and Don Charness, in memory of 
Stella Charness, Fay Sturman
Dolly Cohen, in memory of Montague 
cohen
Shirley Cossever, in memory of Mimi 
Aspler
peggy Currie and irwin Segal, in 
memory of Harry Segal, Anne Segal, 
Arnold Segal
Johanna Cypis, in memory of Moshe 
Cypis
Ruth and David Daniels, in memory of 
Aaron Moses Daniels
Jeffrey Derevensky, in memory of anita 
Derevensky
Daphne Druckman and Brahm 
Braunstein, in memory of Mimi Braunstein
monica and leon ejdelman, in memory 
of Boris Ejdelman, Manfred Glasel
Carol engel, in memory of Lillian Sandler
Fred Fagan, in memory of Lily Fagan
Vince Feigin, in memory of Edward 
Feigin, Anne Feigin
Judith and michael Florian, in memory of 
Herman Florian, Rachel Florian, Marta Frank
Carrie and Garry Garbarino, in memory 
of Fanny Kastner, Arnold Kastner
marlene Gerson, in memory of Janice 
Gerson, Dorothy Gerson, Dora Gerson, 
Jacob Gerson, Saul Gerson, Hilda 
Latsky, Michael Latsky

nina Glick, in memory of Sam Glick
Barbara Gollob and Jim mcGill, in 
memory of Jean Shizgal
yvonne and Brian Gore, in memory of 
harry Gore
hermann Gruenwald, in memory of 
Alice Weiss
irwin haberman, in memory of Saul 
Haberman
Warren Jacobs, in memory of Alvin Jacobs
Judy and Joseph Kaback, in memory of 
Sara Kaback
helen Kahn, in memory of Nathan Ross
alissa and Barry Katsof, in memory of 
Shirley Katsof
Bonnie Kaplan and louis Charbonneau, 
in memory of Therese Laflamme 
Charbonneau
Janis Kerman and Simon Wahed, in 
memory of Esther Pascal
Joan and Bernie King, in memory of 
Arthur King, Fred King, Kitty King, 
Valerian King
Sylvia Kirstein and moishe pripstein, in 
memory of Esther and Issie Trachimovsky
Dina Kneller-Gold, in memory of 
Barbara Kneller
Rhoda Kott, in memory of Cecil Kott
mirlla Fuks lambert and Brian 
lambert, in memory of Ita Fuks
Karen Kurtz, in memory of Kim Kurtz
Gordon lax, in memory of Sarah Lax, 
Mark Lax
Robert lazarus, in memory of Audrey 
Lazarus
hinda and William letovsky, in 
memory of Frances Pinsky
marlene levenson and mendy ellen, in 
memory of Gertrude Ellen, Israel Ellen
Sheri and Gary levitt, in memory of 
Irving Weinstein
Barbara libman, in memory of Esther 
Gallay, Abraham Libman, Blanche Libman
Carol libman, in memory of Sadie and 
Elie Mauer
eva libman, in memory of Israel Libman
henrietta and Julius lis, in memory of ian 
Shuster, Judith Shuster, Gertrude Lis, David 
Lis, Jack Szabo, Margaret Szabo, Sam 
Szabo
linda migicovsky and norman 
Jaskolka, in memory of Ray Jaskolka
Ronna miller and Francisco Fuentes, in 
memory of Dorothy Miller
Barbara morningstar and David mizrahi, 
in memory of Yona Cohen Mizrahi

Temple Family
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hannah myers, in memory of Gordon 
Josefo
Joanne and Howard Nemeroff, in memory 
of John Dupuis, Archibald Nemeroff
elena notargiacomo and aubrey miller, 
in memory of Bella Miller
evelyn orenstein, in memory of harry 
Orenstein
irwin posel, in memory of Bernard Posel
elizabeth and Charles Rawas, in 
memory of Victor Rawas
marilyn and William Reim, in memory 
of Louis Reim
Rhoda Reisman, in memory of Mark 
Reisman
Doreen and michael Rennert, in 
memory of Pauline Rennert
linda Richmond-Birnam, in memory of 
Helen Richmond
helene and anthony Robinson, in 
memory of Denise Robinson
anna lee Ross, in memory of Malka Flanz
Roy Salomon, in memory of Hilda 
Salomon, Bob Salomon
Julia Sax, in memory of Julia Davis, 
Florence Glickman
Bonnie and David Schatia, in memory 
of George MacDonald
lillian and Bryant Shiller, in memory of 
Ezra Zynger
Paul Shinoff, in memory of Samuel 
Shinoff
lise and maurice Shriqui, in memory of 
Edouard Hetu
isabel and Joseph Shuster, in memory 
of Max Esar
Karyn Simon, in memory of Saul Simon
Vivian Silver and Brahms e. Silver, in 
memory of Suzanne Schinasi
aubrey Smofsky, in memory of Nathan 
Smofsky
heather Solomon-Bowden and Robert 
Bowden, in memory of Sari Solomon, 
Kate Reider
Julie and neil Stein, in memory of 
Richard Stein
Robin Gelber Sternfeld, in memory of 
Mollie Klempner, Sol Sternfeld, Joseph 
Sternfeld
nancy Strohl, in memory of Sydney 
Pedvis
Glenda and Gary Susser, in memory of 
Jack Deitcher
Susan Szalpeter and Joseph Carlton, in 
memory of Louis Salpeter, Jessie Carlton
michael Tinkler, in memory of Jack Tinkler

Carol and neil Tryansky, in memory 
Ruth Boxer
marion Van horn and murray Baron, in 
memory of Brenda Baron, Lettie Van 
horn
hanny Varsaneux, in memory of Jean 
Varsaneux, Hilda Weissman
Sam Varsaneux, in memory of Jean 
Varsaneux
Carol Vengroff, in memory of Michel 
Bolduc, Fay Brailofsky
Sondra and Fred Wener, in memory of 
Barbara and Adolph Green, Jack Wener
Bobbe and maurice poggi, in memory 
of Eleanor Wittenberg
Sophia and harry Wolkowicz, in 
memory of Marian Reichental
Vicki and Stan Zack, in memory of 
Betty Zack, Joseph Zack

Yizkor
Temple extends condolences to the families of the 
following members. May you be comforted among 
the mourners of Zion and Jerusalem and may the 
memories of your loved ones be a blessing

Dora Black Singerman, died November 
17, 2019, mother and mother-in-law of 
Cynthia and Michael Kay
ana Sinai pascal, died December 12, 2019
Jeremy Reitman, died on December 
28, 2019, brother and brother-in-law of 
Stephen and Julia Reitman
David Van praagh, died on December 
28, 2019, father and father-in-law of 
Shauna Van Praagh and René Provost
irving Wiseberg, died on January 21, 2020
ludger ellyson, died February 7, 2020, 
father and father-in-law of France 
Ellyson and Stephen Yaffe 
harris morris, died March 29, 2020
marcia Goldstein, died April 4, 2020
mildred Ruby, died April 8, 2020, 
mother and mother-in-law of Robert 
and Kathryn Ruby
Dolores Cohen, died April 13, 2020
Bernard l. Greenspan, died April 24, 
2020, father of Rabbi Ellen Greenspan
eva peters, died April 29, 2020, mother and 
mother-in-law of Judi and Barry Levine
hermann Gruenwald, died April 29,2020
Willy olsen, died April 2, 2020, husband 
of Judith Marshall, brother-in-law of 
David and Lisette Marshall
edward Daniels, died on May 4, 2020
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